In order to determine experimentally the nucleon-nucleon (NlJ) scatteringamplitudes, it is necessary to perform many .elastic scattering' experiments in the NN system, most of these involving polarizations. For a given energy, c.m. scattering angle, apd isospin state of the NN system,.
pp and np system, due to an extra relation from t~e interference of the system, and typical random errors in C are about + 0.0 and in P"" are nn about + 0.03. The normalization uncertainty is about ± 10%. ,By removing , ' the first hydrogen target and turning off the two bending magnets in the 'set up in Fig. 1, toa11ow ,\u:n~1", .
A widening of the quasi elastic peak over the elastic peak is clearly displayed. A comparison with the polarized,target results shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the difference in the signal to noise ratiO. . ~.,'
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